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t is established that Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander (hereafter referred
to as Indigenous) people in Australia

Abstract
Objective: Indigenous Australians experience a disproportionately higher burden of disease

and Indigenous people internationally

compared to non-Indigenous Australians. High-quality evaluation of Indigenous health

experience a disproportionately higher

programs is required to inform health and health services improvement. We aimed to quantify

burden of disease than non-Indigenous

methodological and other characteristics of Australian Indigenous health program evaluations

people. In recognition of this, improving

published in the peer-reviewed literature.

Indigenous health outcomes is a priority area

Methods: Systematic review of peer-reviewed literature (November 2009-2014) on Indigenous

for Australian policy and programs. High

health program evaluation.

quality and appropriate evaluation must be
an integral component of the program cycle
if Indigenous health policy and practice is to

evolve and improve based on lessons from
past experiences. Further, these evaluations
must be accessible to practitioners and
policymakers through publication.
To our knowledge, there has been no
systematic assessment of the quality,
methods, outputs and utility of evaluations
published across the Indigenous health
sector.1 This analysis therefore aimed
to describe study designs utilised in
current evaluations of Indigenous health

Results: We identified 118 papers describing evaluations of 109 interventions; 72.0% were

university/ research institution-led. 82.2% of evaluations included a quantitative component;
49.2% utilised quantitative data only and 33.1 o/o used both quantitative and qualitative data.
The most common design was a before/ after comparison (30.5%, n=36/ 118). 7.6% of studies
(n=9/ 118) used an experimental design: six individual-level and three cluster-randomised
controlled trials. 56.8% (67 / 118) reported on service delivery/ process outcomes (versus health
or health risk factor outcomes) only.
Conclusions: Given the number of Indigenous health programs that are implemented, few

evaluations overall are published in the peer-reviewed literature and, of these, few use optimal
methodologies such as mixed methods and experimental design.
Implications for public health: Multiple strategies are required to increase high-quality,

accessible evaluation in Indigenous health, including supporting stronger research-policypractice partnerships and capacity building for evaluation by health services and government.

interventions published in the peer-reviewed
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literature, and examine variation in design by

evaluation methods

type of evaluator.
(hereafter referred to as 'interventions')

Methods

actions and approaches taken to address an

aimed at improving the health of Indigenous

identified Indigenous health need '. 2

Australians, either directly or indirectly. We

Given that Indigenous perspectives of health

Study inclusion criteria

limited our review to the five year period

are holistic, we included studies related

Peer-reviewed publications were eligible for

preceding the point of data collection as

to physical, mental, social and emotional

inclusion in this review if their primary aim

our aim was to describe current evaluation

wellbeing. Study protocols of proposed

was to describe the implementation and/ or

practice. In this study, we considered

evaluations were excluded, given that these

evaluation of services, programs or policies

interventions to include any'systematic

interventions had not yet been evaluated.
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Indigenous health program evaluation design and methods

Studies had to meet all three of the following

control, interrupted time series, cohort study,

45.9% (n=50/109) analysed quantitative

eligibility criteria for inclusion.

before/after, cross-sectional, qualitative only,

data only, 34.9% (n=38/ 109) analysed both

1. The primary target population was

or multiple approaches (use of multiple

quantitative and qualitative data, and 19.3%

evaluation designs to assess different project

analysed qualitative data only (n=21 /l 09).

Indigenous Australians.
2. The intervention's primary aim was to
improve health and/or health services.
3. The study used primary information to
describe the implementation and/or
evaluation of an intervention (documents

components). Studies were included in

Evaluation implementer: The majority of

one of these categories based on standard

evaluations (72.0%, 85/118) were led by a

definitions used for these type of study

university or research institution.

design, 8 and by using information provided
in the methods section of the paper
describing that evaluation. If inadequate

relying on secondary sources of

information was provided to fit a design

information and/or data, including reviews,

into a particular category, it was listed as

were excluded).

'other'. We categorised whether evaluations
used a mixed-methods approach (analysing

Search strategy

quantitative and qualitative data) versus

We identified peer-reviewed papers using

analysing quantitative or qualitative data

LltSearch, a tool designed to improve the

only.

effectiveness of searches for Indigenous

We also assessed whether the primary

Type of outcome assessed: More than half
(56.8%, n=67/118) of evaluations measured
a health service delivery or process outcome;
33.1% (n=39/118) measured a health or
health risk factor outcome, and 10.2%
(n= 12/118) measured both. All nine studies
that employed an experimental design
measured a health outcome or health risk
factor, rather than a health service delivery or
process outcome only. Of non-experimental
evaluations, 61.5% (n=67/ 109) measured a

health literature from the PubMed

outcome measured in the study was a health

database.3.4 We used the additional filter:

health service delivery or process outcome,

or a health risk factor outcome versus a

'impact OR eval* OR implement*'.

28.4% (n=31 / l 09) measured a health or

health service delivery or process outcome

health risk factor outcome, and 10.1%

(i.e. assessing utilisation, reach, satisfaction,

(n=l 1/109) measured both.

Applying exclusion criteria

quality, and implementation).2 The type of

One assessor (author KT) appraised each

organisation that led the evaluation, based on

identified document for inclusion against the

the first author's affiliation, was categorised as

above criteria on the basis of the information

research institution/university, government,

available in the document's title and abstract.

health service, NGO or commercial

If eligibility could not be determined based

consultancy provider.

on these fields, the full text was reviewed. If

Discussion
Our search of the peer-reviewed literature
identified relatively few program evaluations.
We cannot make inferences on the
proportion of all programs that are evaluated,

a document failed to meet any of the three

Analysis

criteria, it was excluded from the study. If the

Data were entered into a spreadsheet and

review identifying that only 10% of current

search identified multiple papers published

imported to Stata version 14.1 for descriptive

on the same intervention, we included those

Indigenous programs had been evaluated.9

analysis.

Our results also indicate that of the few

Results

use optimal designs.

papers that referred to a discrete aspect of
the evaluation (i.e. measuring different health
outcomes or the same health outcome in
a different target population, or evaluating
impact versus process).

Data extraction

but our results are consistent with a recent

published evaluations, the majority did not

There have been increasing calls from
Our search identified 650 peer-reviewed

policy makers for evidence from RCTs,

documents; 145 full manuscripts were

which are considered the 'gold standard'

reviewed, of which 118 studies met the

for generating quantitative experimental

selection criteria, and described 109 unique

evidence in health, 10,11 to inform policy and

A group of four assessors (authors MD, KM,

interventions (Figure 1). There were eight

program decisions, Despite this we identified

LS, KT) extracted data on the included studies

included interventions on which multiple

very few evaluations based on RCTs. One

(reviewing between 28 and 33 studies each).

(two or three each) evaluations were

reason for this may have been that many

The full text of each included manuscript was

published.

interventions assessed were allocated by

reviewed to extract data on characteristics of
the intervention, the process of implementing
the intervention, and expected or measured
outcomes of the intervention.5· 7 One assessor
(KT) cross-checked the data extracted
by the other assessors; where there was
disagreement between assessors, each item
was further discussed until consensus was
reached.

Characteristics of the evaluation design

Evaluation design: 82.2% of studies included a

cluster (community or health service). In such

quantitative component, with 49.2% utilising

cases individual RCTs are not possible, but

quantitative data only and 33.1% using both

experimental design such as cluster RCTs,

quantitative and qualitative data. The most

stepped wedge or multiple baseline designs

common evaluation design was a before/

may be appropriate. We also identified

after comparison (30.5%, n=36/ l 18). Nine

very few of these designs. Experimental

of 118 studies (7.6%) used an experimental

designs such as these are only possible when

design; this included 6 RCTs (5.1%) and three

considered during program development

cluster-RCTs (2.5%). One of the nine studies

and implementation, and if relevant to and

(11 .1%) using an experimental design also

supported by participating communities.

incorporated qualitative data; the remaining

Such evaluations may not be appropriate or

We categorised the primary evaluation

eight experimental studies (88.9%) analysed

required in every setting, particularly in the

design as either individual-level Randomised

quantitative data only. Among the 109

case of complex public health interventions

Controlled Trial (RCT), cluster RCT, case-

studies that used a non-experimental design,

or when the evaluation is conducted with a
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